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&i 11, 01 The perfformance off a combustion chamber at low7
~~titude conditions is probably controlled primarily by

~~m xing rates. Chemical reaction rates may, however,
~ 'rovide a limit at lctv combustion chamber inlet pressures,

-- ,and also in the high intensity designs at pr-esent being
considered.

ec In the ffollowing analysis the rate of~ chemical
of the composition of' the burning mixture. The optimum
mixtures in a combustion chamber are then calculated, and
numerical values of' the possible heat release rates in a

7~''- chamber derived in terms of' the inlet pressure and temper-
~~ ature, and. the combuistioni efficiency and reversal flow

proportion.

mae Although drastically simpliffying assumptions are
Pae the results of' the analysis appear to be qualitatively

and quantitatively correct',
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INTRODUCTION,.

In present day combustion chambers, working at
comparatively high design air pressures, mixing rates

probably control the quantity of fuel that can be burned.

As the operating pressure is reduced, proportional mixing

rates are little altered, and with duple burners fuel

atomization is still satisfactory, but chemical reaction

rates may be drastically reduced. Similarly, as the velocity

through a chamber is increased at given pressure and temper-

ature, the mixing rates are increased, but the reaction rates

are unaltered. Under these circumstances, the reaction rates,
rather than mixing, may limit the combustion process. This

ma al.so be the case in reheat systems where the pressures

may be very low, although fuel distribution is also a problem

there.

A simplified analysis based on reaction rate theory

has therefore been attempted, to investigate possible limit-

ations, particularly on altitude performance.

9REACTION RATE THEORY.
The first simplifying assumption is that the rate

of reaction depends only on the frequency of useful collisions
between fdiel and oxygen molecules. The collision frequency
is obtained from the kinetic theory of gases. The proportion
of collisions that is useful depends on an activation energy:
the value of 40,000 CHU/lb. mol., which agrees with experi-
ments on flame speed, spontaneous ignition, etc., has been
taken.

Secondly, since the basis of combustion chamber
operation is a turbulent mixing process, heat transfer over

-."appreciable distances by conduction or radiation is assumed
to be negligible. It is therefore possible to relate the
temperature at a point to the composition there. Since the
simplified analysis considers only three species, fuel, air
and combustion products, the temperature can be related to

*the local unburnt f. a.r., and the local oxygen concentration.

, The method of analysis is given in detail in
pA~endix I.

in tact, of course, the reaction is a complex process
g i olving a very large number of collisions between many

,imitterent active radicals: but however many such collisions
t cltoU the reaction rate will finally depend on the prop-

ortions of stable compounds - fuel, air, CO, C02, H2, N2O
etc. - present. Although every reaction involved will have
its own activation energy it does seem possible, since the
fin i4al. mi4 and reaction must be ac-omplished by diffusion

* and conduotion, that the assumption of an overall activation
energy based on results of laminar experiments would give an
anawer of the right order. We therefore consider that

.although thp calculations are based on extreme physical
ations, the results will be qualitatively correct.

" ,, NIU8ION8 FROM THEORY.

;The rate of heat release in a given mixture is
0-P' portional to the volume and to the square of the

"eb solute pressure. This is because doubling the pressure
-!oUblea the number of each variety of molecule present in

given volura! and therefore quadruples the collision rate.

P.T.O.
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2) The rate of heat release per unit volume in a given
mixture at a given pressure varies exponentially as the
temperature of the air before mixing or burning. This
is because higher initial temperatures mean higher mixture
temperatures for the same concentrations, an. the effect
of mixture temperature is exponential on the 'sis of
the activation energy theory.

In reheat systems the effective initial temperature
is the neoelle temperature and not the jet pipe temper-
ature, since the latter has been achieved by burning.
Similarly, in combustion chamber tests where a preheater
is used the initial temperature is that before preheat.
The variation of heat release rate for inlet temperatures
between 300 and 6000K is given on graph A.

The fuel inlet temperature is assumed constant at
150C. The effect of preheating the fuel is identical
to that of adding the same quantity of heat to the air,
leaving the fuel at 150C.

3) For a given unburnt-fuel:air ratio, the heat release
in unit volume is greatest when the mixture temperature
is 80/o of stoicLiometric (Tm = 0.8 Tp). Dividing the
heat release at other temperatures by that at 0.8 Tp
(for the same inlet temperatuie and unburnt ,a.r.),
and plotting aga..nst Ti/T , gives graph B. A single
curve covers the ranges f~r which calculations were
done (initial air temperature between 300 and 6ooK.,
a.f.r. between 5 and 30) with a maximum error of 5% of
Tp-Tm For Tm greater than 0.8 Tp tne reaction rate

is reduced because the concentrations of oxygen and fuel
are low. For Tm smaller than 0.8 Tp the reaction rate
is reduced because few molecules have the requisite
activation energy for successful collisions.

4) At a given temperature the heat release in unit
volume is greatest when the unburnt f. a.r. (f) is double
(i.e. twice as rich as) the stoichiometric value (f*).
At richer mixtures the extra fuel concentration is off-
set by the reduction in temperature due to heat capacity
of the fuel, while at weaker f.a.r. the reaction rate is
reduced by lack of fue3.

Graph C shows the variation of heat release at a
given temperature with unburnt f.a.r.

5) When only limited quantities of fuel and products
are available it is convenient to base the reaction rate
on the unburnt-fuel:products ratio, J. Graph D shows
the variation of heat release (divided by the value at
optimum temperature for the same value of J) with j and
Tm. These curves correspond to' that of graph B. However,
it will be seen that, whereas curve B is unique for all
fuel:air ratios, and so gives a single optimum temper-
ature, the curves of graph D give a range of optimum
temperatures for different values of J. As j decreases
to zero from its optimum value J* (at f = 2f*, Tm = 0.80 Tp)
the highest possible rates of heat release per unit
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volume are obtained at successively higher temperatur-;.

When hardly any fuel remains th optimum temperature
0.9 T The corresponding best heat release values ar,
plotted against J/j* on graph E, which iorresponds to
graph C.

The optimum temperature for final consumption of
fuel is 0.9 Tp , which corresponds roughly to mixing
with 16% excess air. It is interesting to note that
this is similar to the accepted optimum for complete
combustion in boiler furnaces.

It must also be remembered that the limiting rate
is calculated for a mixture. In laminar flames heat
is conducted to raise the temperature"of the combustibles
to a-high value before burning, and so the intensity
based on the volume of the reaction zone alone is high.

THE IDEAL COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

9The ideal chamber is here defined as that occupying
the minimum volume for a given rate of fuel consumption,
and given air entry temperature and pressure. If fresh
air and fuel could be introduced at will into any section
of the burning zone, and if no restriction were placed on
the amount of fuel that was not burnt, the burning zone
volume would correspond to that required by the limiting
hcat release rate of the previous analysis. It is assumed,
icwever, that the ideal chamber is s.abilized by an aero-
dynamically produced reversal flow, ahich returns some of
the burning mixture to the upstream section where all the
fresh flow enters. Space is then wasted transferring the

'A fresh flow to the downstream sections where it can safely
J mixed in. It is also assumed that a combustion efficiency
approaching 10O$ is required. The maximum reaction rate,
'hioh depends on the presence of a quantity of unburnt fuel,
cannot then be everywhere maintained. These factors deter-
min, , as will now be shown, that the heat release rate per

. , XUV olume, even of the ideal z-hamber, is significantly
W .' ,1oa n the maximum rate in an optimum mixture.

, , section of the chamber there is a steadyg~ ? f~it, and the products from combustion upstream
- To attain the mini'um overall volume, all

-.I'u ts 1s . be mixed with the proportions of air andatuo that ive the maximum combustion rate in the
fe' aohieved when the composition of the

S 18 that which gives the maximum reaction
e .s van (It is shown in the appendix that
:vo1? wmade available by mixing in more combustibles

VoCOqpWMOO for the reduction in reaction rate per
5 PP.O the lowering of the temperature). No

M VkeA of the practical difficulty of mixing

i thle previous section show that
iO is' at bC, stoichiometric

-, Xt-fuillair ratio of twice
S ..'n air burn to products, fresh

Win to maintain the optimum
Vl ert all the fuel has been added

"w AP still rema.n unburnt. There-
'pap, 1e mixed in.

i [ ; PT.O
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In the ideal chamber there are there re two distinct
burning zones, primary and secondary. In the primary zone
burning takes place in a rich mixture, air and fuel being
supplied to maintain the highest reaction rate, until all
the fuel has been added. In the secondary zone combustion
is completed at successively weakening f.a.r. as fresh air
is mixed in.

In Appendix II are calculated the ideal primary
zone mixture proportions and those of the combustibles to
be mixed in. The f.a.r. of the latter must be the overall
f.a.r. of the optimum mixture and not the unburnt f.a.r.
in order to preserve optimum conditions. At first sight
it seems surprising that an unburnt f.a.r. of twice sto.chio-
metric can be preserved by mixing in only slightly over-
rich combustibles: the explanation is that an initially
over-rich mixture is always tending to richen itself
further by combustion.

Result 5 of the previous section shows that the
temperature of the secondary zone should be allowed to rise
until final consumption of fuel occurs at 90% stoichiometric-9
temperature. The s. -.ond workpd example (page 18 of appendix)
gives the o,)timum m, :ture proportions when nearly all the
fuel has disal :ared. It is interesting to note that the
air concentrat n is nearly -he same as that of the previous
case, te dif' " nce in temp rature being mainly due to the
reducee heat c -aity of the unburnt fuel. Combustion is
thus cmpleted th -,n excess of air about 16% greater than
the total stt-c '.?uelv 'ic requ - ment.

The idea, ix ure propc-tions, referred to 1 lb.
fuel, are given n "arle I.

Provided .ha tro air or oducts travels unmixed
completely round the 'eversal, t, . flow is part of the
primary zone and wast,- no volume. Some space is wasted,
howev r, in transferrii.1 entry air lownstream to the section
where .t c an be mixed iL. This was.-t volume is calculated
in the appendix (pages L_-23), and t. e result plotted on
graph P. The primary zont -olume V1 is expressed as a
proportion of the volume "'v necessai , to burn all the
fuel at the maximum reaction rate.

It is evident that the larger th. reversal quantity,
tne less volume is wasted, but 1 *r revers,,l proportions
above I the waste is not very large. (If the reversal

T0Iflow were infinite compared with the inflow, the latter
could all be mixed in immediately and no space would be
wassed).

In the secondary zone the rate of fuel disappearance
deperds primarily on the quantity remaining. That is, the
disappearance is approximately exponential, and a large
volume is required to bring the combustion near completion.
The secondary zone volume is calculated in terms of the
unburnt fuel remaining, (i.e. combustion inefficienc:),
(Appendix, page 23). The results are plotted on graWh G.
It will be seen that attainment of efficiencies .bove 99%
requires a disproportionately large secondary volume.

Combining graphs F and G gives graph H which sh ,'s
the proportion of the maximum intensity that is attainab>i
with a given reversal flow and efficiency. Used in
conjunction with graph A it enables the ieat release rate

S of the ideal cha-m-ber to be calcuiated.
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If the required combustion chamber outlet temper-
ature is below 0.9 stoichiometric, then either the combustion
products must be diluted after burning is complete, or final
burning must take place at a lower temperature. In either
case extra volume will be required; outlet temperature and
mixing volume requirements decide which &rrangement gives
the lesser volume. Since the reaction rate falls very
quickly with temperature (being half its maximum value at6.65 stoichiometric temperature or, say, 15000K), the
minimum volume will be achieved with a separate dilution "t

zone for all outlet temperatures at present considered
practical.

COMPARISON OF IDEAL AND PRACTICAL CHAMBERS.

The major points of the preceding theory are that
it gives

a) the optimum mixture proportions in the burning zones,

bX the qualitative variation of limiting heat release
with chamber inlet conditions, and with design
efficiency and reversal flow proportion,

c) quantitative figures for the limiting heat release
rates.

In most present day chambers air for burning is
supplied through the swirler and secondary holes. The air
proportions are not yet known exactly, though this is the
subject of an aerodynamic investigation. Assuming, however,
that the air entering the first row of secondary holes flows
into the reversal, and is thus effectively primary air,
while that flowing through the second row of secondary
holes is true secondary air, the Table II (page 9 ) is
obtained. Plow quantities are quoted as percentages of
the stoichiometric air requirement.

The agreement between theory and practice is
encouraging, but suggests that recent chambers are rather
too rich. Further comment must await the results of more
thorough airflow investigations.

Accox-ing to the theory, the limiting heat release
rate varies E., the square of the chamber pressure, and
exponentially as the inlet temperature. The heat release
required by an engine, however, varies directly with the
chaiber pressure, and relatively little with inlet temper-
ature. Reaction rate limitations are only likely to be
apparent, therefore, at very low temperature and pressure
operating conditions.

The lowest pressure information immediately avail-
able is from tests of the R.A.2 and R.A.7 chambers on the
R.A.E. altitude rig (see NGTE Reports R.65 and R.12U).
From these reports we have taken the highest recorded heat
release rates at engine idling mass flow, pressure and
temperatuzre conditions at 40, 50, 60 and 65 thousand feet
simulated altitude. Two figures from tests at Burnley on
the R.A14 chamber have been added. The figures are compared
in Table III (page 10) with the limiting theoretical heat
release, based on the preceding theory, on the assumption
that the reversal flow proportion is T/5. (It is hoped to
check this figure experimentally one day, but the calculation
is not critical to it).

P.T.O.
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The correspondence between actual and theoreticalcralues is surprising, as one would have expected the theoret-

ical value to have been higher. Errors in the assumptions
of molecular sizes, activation energies, burning zone volumes
etc., could easily make a big differenoe to the result.
Nevertheless, the nearly constant value of the maximum Q/Vp2
at different altit'ides does suggest that the limiting reaction
rate is in fact responsible for the fall off in combustion
efficiency at these conditions.

The last line of Table III refers to a typical cruise
condition at 50,000 feet. it is evident that engine require-
ments at such conditions are well below the reaction rete
limit. This suggests that the necessity of making possible
operation at idling speed at very high altitudes has meant
that the burning zone is much larger than is really necessary
for the cruise conditions.

APPLICATION TO REHEAT SYSTEMS.

An ideal reheat system can be specified on the samebasis as the ideal combustion chamber. The optimum mixture
proportions are unaltered, but since the jet pipe flow is
already vitiated by products from the combustion chamber
the volume flows needed to provide the required oxygen
quantities are increased. Due to this prior vitiation the
quantity of fuel that can be burned under optimum conditions
in the reheat primary zone is reduced to 0.65 of the reheat
fuel flow and the primary and secondary air requirements are
83% and 40% of stoichiometric. The volume versus efficiency
and reversal flow quantity curves are shown on graphs F and
G.

Assuming that in a typical reheat system the reversal
flow proportion is 2%o of the total flow, the theoretical
limiting heat release of the ideal reheat system can be
calculated. This is compared in Table II 'page 1o) with
some of the highest heat release rates reccrded with an
Avon system in flight.

It is again evident that reaction rate theory
provides a limit cf the right order, and explains the
observed rate of fall )ff in efficiency with altitude.
The actual limit appears to be only abou:t 60% of the
theoretical, but it must be remembered that even under
the most favourable conditions of pressure and temperature
the reheat system was only about 8M, efficient, due largely
to inadequate fuel distribution.

CO!USTION INTENSITY.

The Combustion Intensity of a chamber has in thepast been defined as the heat release ra~e per unit of
volume and pressure (ChU/Hr. attios. cu.ft.). No satis-
factory theory has yet been advanced as to why this factor
should be uniftfluenced by operating pressures or temper-
atures. As defined, therefore, it is not a satisfactory
basis on which to compare different combustion chambers,

--and its sole advantage is as a specification of engine
requirements.

Since the theory of this paper shows that one
controlling parameter is the heat release per volume per
time per (atmosphere) 2 it is suggested that the correct
way to compare combustion chambers is on the basis of their
curves of efficiency at design fa.r. against this parEneter.
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STABILITY

In s steady mixing process, points on the left hand
side of graph B are unstable. If the reaction rate in the
mixture momentarily exceeds the rate at which fresh combustibles
are mixed in, the temperature will rise: this in turn will
further increase the reaction rate, and so on. Conversely
momentarily increesing the mixing rate will quench the flame.
Similarly, points on the right hand side of the curve are
stable since increasing the mixing rate reduces the temper-
ature which increases the reaction rate to compensate.

Applying this argument to the recirculating zone of
a combustion 3hamber or stabilizer it will be seen that as
the velocity and mixing rP'te are increased the reaction
rate will increase urt' -x .eximum intensity point is
reached. A further i: .rc .se 4., velocity makes the system
unstable and blow off rc-sults.

It is not easy to ,redic' blow off conditions
numerically, since the ':!..,irate into the reversal zone is
not known, and the volurE f the zone is vague, so that the
intensity requireme:ntsz e ei assul ing uniform intensity in9the zone, are difficult io assess, However, the variation
of blow off velocity with t,,mperature has been satisfactorily
correlated with exp-r- ment., and it is hoped to extend the
analysis .*

CONOUSIONS.

For the bimo ecular rca,,i. oi. assumed, the rate of
heat release in a given n.-,tur. proportional to the
volume and to the sguarT o- th( al solute pressure, and
varies exponentially v° th the iii- ial temperature of the
combustibles. The max.'-.m rate oli heat release is attained
with a mixture of air, fuel and ccmbustion products,in the
proportions ]14:2:84 by weight.

The "ideal" combustion 21,, ,ber is defined as that
giving the maximum heat release r .e per unit volume at a
given inlet pressure an, terrp-.rature, and for a design
efficiency and revers. -)w propor n. It is shown to
consist of two zones:

1) Primary zone in-o which ell the fuel is introduced
with about 86 of the air required for complete
combustion. e volume requ. :ed is showm to depend
on the reversal f.ow proportion.

2) Secondary zone, in which the burning mixture is
diluted with a further 30%o of fresh air, to bring
burning near completion. The volume required is
shovn to depend on the dcsired combustion efficiency.

Table I gives the optimum mi.:ture proportions in
the burning zones. These ere compared with those of present
Llay comLustion chambers in Table II. By combining the
primary and secondary zone volumos necessary for a given
efficiency, and a given reversal flow proportion, the
intensity of the ideal chamber can be compared with the
limiting heat release rate in the optimum mixture (Graph H).

* Note: since this .analysis was started, a paper on
similar lines correlating blow off velocity with f.a.r,.
has been published, by Longwell, Frost and Weiss.
See "Industrial and Engineering Chemistry" Vol. 45, No. 8,
p.1629 (1953). TO
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Since the calculated heat release of the ideal
chanber varies as the square of the operating pressure,
its intensity is only approadhed by practical chambers
at the lowest pressure conditions. Table III compares
the limiting altitude idling performance of the Avon with
that of the ideal chamber: there is surprisingly close
agreement. At higher operating pressures the Avon chanber
is far below the limiting, or ideal, intensity. This shows
how the size of a combustion chamber must be determined by
the minimum pressure at which operation is required.

Flight results from Avon reheat systems bvggest
that the same limiting criteria apply there, although the
practical limiting heat release values are only some 50%
of the ideal. This discrepancy is probably accounted for
by fuel maldistribution. (Table IV).

The analysis suggests that the performance of
combustion chambers should be compared at the same value
of heat release per volume per (atmosphere)2 and not per
atmosphere as is conventionally done. The standard of
performance of a chamber should be its curve of efficiency
versus intensity thus redefined.

40
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TABLE I. Ideal mixture proportion in burning zone
(referred to I lb. fuel).

Primary Secondary Total

Fuel input 2.0 0 .0

Air input 0 . 8 6/f* 0 . 3 0/f* I.16/f*

F.A.R. of in mixture 1.16 f* 0 0.86 f*

Burning zone 0.8 T 0.8 to 0.9 T-.
temperature p V

air concentration 0.15 0.15to 0.13

unburnt f.a.r, 2f* 2f* towards
zero

9Quantity of fuel
burnt 0.72 towards 0.28 towards 1.0

(f* is the stoichiometric f.a.r.)

(Tp is the temperature of andiluted combustion products).

TABLE II. Actual burning zone mixture proportions.

Chamber (a.f.r.) Primary Secondary Total
air air

Dart (6o) 92, 28- 120%

* Avon R.A.7 (65) 82% 32% 11 %

Avon R.A.lL (67) 78% 31% 109%

Ideal 86% 30/ 116%

(Flow quantities are quoted as percentages of the
stoichiometric air requirement).

P.T.O.
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TABLE III. Limiting Heat Release Rates. (Avon chambe's).

Chamber Chamber Air- Combustion Heat release/
inlet inlet flow a.f.r. Efficiency Wvp2

pressure temp. actual theoretical
limit

0.105 266 0.165 37 47 17 I
0.132 266 0.21 32 55 19 IL
0.204 324 0.71 47 65 21 17

0.214 266 0.34 35 85 16 15

0.300 344 1.01 60 81 14 18

0.346 266 0.545 35 95 11 14

1.0 450 2.5 60 97 4 24

atmos. oK fl/se c. -% million CHU

hr. cu.ft.(atmos)
2

TABLE IV. Limiting Heat Release Rates (Reheat System).

Jet Pipe Nacelle Reheat Reheat Heat release(-S}
static temp. fuel Efficiency \VP2,

pr-?sure flow actual theoretical
limit

0.277 238 2077 33 3.8 7.0

0.365 248 2164 56 3,9 7.1

'*.041 251 2586 56 3.7 7.2

0.454 254 2716 60 3.7 7.3
o.67 239 4100 76 2.9 7.0

atmos. oK jb/hr. million CHU
hr.(atmos) 2 c u.ft.

11111111 W I



APPENDIX

Symbols,

Most of the symbols ,3ed are defined where they
occur, or are so commonplace as not to need definition.
The following ar:,* used throughout:-

m molecular veight

M mass (I.)

W mass flow (lb./sec.)

f unburnt-fuel:air rntio by 7cight'in a mixture.

f* stoichiometric, or theoretical, fuel:air ratio

j inburnt-fuei:products ratio by nrcight in a mixture.

o = heat release rate million CHU
VP hr. (atmos )2 cu.ft.

SP * expressed in lb. fuel per sec. per cu.ft.

= max. heat release rate in the optimum mixture

Suffix p refers to products of complete combustion of
air and fuel in correct proportions.

(T is the temperature of such products before dilution
pJ and is referred to as stoichiometric temperature).

Suffix u refers to combustibles unmixed with products.

Suffix m refers to a mixture of products, air and fuel.

P.T 0.
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APPENDIX I. REACTION RATE THEORY,

MTHOD,.

The reaction is idealised to the direct combination

of fuel (F) and oxygen (0) molecules in a uniform mixture.

From the Kinetic Theory of Gases, the number of

collisions between P and 0 molecules in unit volume in unit

time (Z per cu.ft. per sec.) is given by

Z = NO NF (- -------- (1)

where

No , NF are the numbers of molecules in unit vol.

a-O , -r- are the effective diameters of the molecules

M0 P mr are the molecular weights

R is the universal gas constant 2780 ft. lb.wt./
OK lb.mol.

T is the absolute temperature, OK.

g is the gravitational constant = 32.2 lb.ft.sec. /
lb.wt.

The above units are self consistent.

The number of oxygen molecules in unit volume isp mo  1
N = Co T o  = C P ------------------ (2)

where C0 is the oxygen concentration by volume (mol/tol.air)

p is the absolute pressure lb.wt./sq.ft.

and h is the mass of an H atom, lb.

If "E" is the activation energy (ft.lb.wt./lb.mol.)

corresponding to the oxygen fuel reaction, the number of

collisions leading to reaction is

-E/RT
z* Z. e ------------------------ (3)

Eli 1111
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Disappearance of fuel mass (Mf lb.) per sec, in a

given volume, is then given by

I dM f 7 -E /RT - 0 cr+ tJFg 1 1\f dt f FCO.pe .T- 0 + +. . .. f h 2 +(M

---------- (L)

The term in brackets depends on physical constants.

Inserting values from Kaye and Laby,

h I lb.
6 x 173 X h53

- X 10 8  ft. approximately
12 x 2.54

mo  32 and m.=28 (figure for CO)
1 dM f 8-E/RTThus - 1 - 1 = 1.15 x 108 X C . p .e (5)

For a given temperature and concentration the proportional

rate of reaction varies directly as the pressure.

If f* is the stoichiometric f.a.r., then f* lb.

of fuel at Tf react with I lb. air at Tu  to form

(I + f ) lb. products at Tp , (the stoichiometric temperature)

the heat liberated being

(1 +f*) (I p - lu)p + f* (Iu - If)f

where Iu is the enthalpy (CHU/lb.), at Tu9 etc. and the

suffices f and p outside the brackets refer to fuel and

products respectively. The second term will be neglected.

Neglecting radiation and conduction of heat, the

temperature Tm of a mixture of Ma of fresh air, f.Ma of
fuel (f being the unburnt fuel air ratio by weight) and M

of products is given by

Ma (Im - Iu)a + f . Ma (Im - Iu)f + Mp (Im - Iu) p  (6)

=M p (Ip - Iu ) p

P.T.O.
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The oxygen concentration in air is 0.21 mol/mol.,

and so that in the mixture is given by

.21 Mam a

00 Ma
• , 0  a + + f -

0,2 2i since mp 'ra

I ma M)
0 (f Ma very nearly.

0.21 (1p 1 m~

m a

(Ip-lm)p + f(Im-Iu):f + (Im-Iu)a + f m (Ip-I M) P

Over the range in -which we are interested the denominator

can be approximated to by the expression (Ip-Iu)a + f(Im-Iu) f .

We can further approximate in terms of specific heats by
assuming (Kp)p = (Kp)a and (Kp)f = 8 (Kp)a . In fact,

the specific heat of unburnt fuel vapour As not accurately

known above IO00OK, but the factor of 8 allows for the known

variation of products temperature wfnen extra fuel is added,

Thus 0.21 (T 2 - T M) x 1.1-(7)

0 (T p-T) + 8f (T m-TU)

The folloving table gives reasonable values for Tp

for aviation kerosine for different values of Tu

300 400 500 600 OK

Tp - Tu 1955 1895 184O 1780 C°

Tp 2255 2295 2340 2380 0K

The volume occupied by the mixture (V cu.ft.) is

related to the oxygen concentration, thus:

.21 R T m
p .V =Ma . -- ---------- (8)

o , a
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so (5) becomes
d8f 8E/RTm Co.P V ma

- It- 1.15 x 10 x CO p e Tm f .21 RTm

6 2 2 -E/RT, -3/2
= 5,7 x 10 .(Co) p . e Tm  f , V --(9)

Let £ be the rate of heat release, expressed in million

CHU per hour per (atmos.) 2 per cu.ft. Taking the calorific

value at 1 0 h CHU/lb.. fuel -

dMf

-- x 0 x 3600 x (14.7 x 144)/ 10 6 x V p 2

Substituting from (9) J)3 2
P 0.92 f (100 Co)2 105 (10). . ... . + E /m T MO

Calculations based on equations (7) and (lO) show

that can be expressed as the product of three independentTm f
functions of- Tu , I. and L respectively. These are

shown on graphs A, B and C, the ranges covered being 300 toTm

600oK for Tu , 1.0 to 0.6 for I and to 3 (af.r. between

30 and 5) for f/f.

In an idealisation of a combustion chamber the

quantities of fuel and products passing a given section

are determinable, and we must carrange to mix in that amount

of air that gives the maximum reaction rate for unit volume.

It is therefore sometimes convenient to express the reaction

rate in terms of the fuel:products ratio j rather than the

fuel:air ratio f. Equation (6) then becomes

Ma (Irm - Iu)a + J p (Im - Iu)f + Mp (Im-Iu)p %p (Ip-Iu)p

----------- (6a)

P.T.O.
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0.21 Ma

~~ + ! +

m a m

= J4C a MP + f

16.21 F(Ip- I-m) p -J(I m - Iu)f]

(Ip-Im)p - J (Im.Iu)f + (1 + j2 )(Im-iu)af

Applying the same approximations as before.

0 .21 [i I (Tp-Tm)- 8 (Tm-Tu) J]Co TT- T m ---- (7a)

p- 8 (T u)

The volume occupied is related to the products concentration

Cp ( + j P=1 - oC- 0

M RTm
V p mp --( a

So from (5) E/RTm CdMf -8R~ -2 C -(a
- =1.15 x 10 8 x C p e Tm V m -- (9a)

lM

which reduces to

0.193 J (100 CpO C e+E/RTm / --- (iOa)

Graph D, showing tl-is relation, is plotte,. similarly

to graph B, in that for each value of J, C is divided by

its max. value Q at that j . As j decreases from its

u , (at ff= 0.8, f* = 2) to zero it pays to

let the temperature increase (to T =0.9 for J = 0).

The approximate relation governing the maximum intensity

for values of J/J* below 2 is

2.7 J/,(0 - 1 j/j*) ---------- (a)
- .4
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and for values of J/J* between 0.4 and 1.0

= 0.72 (2.18 - J/j,)( 0 . 18 + J/j) ----- (lb)

These relations cie plotted on graph E, which corresponds

to graph C.

Calculation of typical points.

Primary Zone Case:

Suppose Tu  = 450'K

Tm/Tp = 0.80

15f/ = 2 (f'*-15

Then T - Tu = 1870 C
0

Tp = 2320 OK

Tm = 1855 OK

-/RT = 10.8

I 105
-5 = 2.08

e E /RTm

0 2= 12.5T-)/

From equation (7) CO = 0.21 x .15 = .032

Prom equation (IO) S = 32.5 units.

(million CHU/hr. (atmos) cu.ft.)

The air concentration in this optimum mixture is

0.15, the combustible concentration 0.17 and the products

concentration 0.83

The corresponding value of j is 002 = 0

P.T.O.

LI -
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Secondary Zone Case:

In the second case, suppose T = 450 'K.

Tm/T = 0.9
P

and f i

Then Tm = 2090 ',K

"-/P.Tm 9.

105

6.9

e E /RTm

TM~h 10.5

From equation (7) Co = 0.21 x .13 = 0.028

From equation (10) C = 2.5 units.

The air concentration is now 0.13, and the products

concentration 0.87 .The value of i is .00075

I
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APPENDIX I IDEAL BURNING ZONES.

1) Mixture Proportions.

In the primary zone the composition of the burning

mixture is: 2% fuel
15% air
83% products (which consist of 83 T = 5.2%

reacted fuel and 78% reacted air). The overall f.a.r, is

thus .02 + .052 = 1.16 f* This must be the f.a.r. of
.78 + .15

the fresh combustible mixed in if the proportion is to be

maintained. All the fuel is introduced in the primary zone.
I

Thus the quantity of air brought in must be 1 x the

stoichiometric requirement.

The proportion of fuel that has reacted in the

primary zone when the mixing process is complete is

.052 = 72%.
.052 + .02

In the reheat case the optimum mixture will be the

same, but the entering airflow will already have been

contaminated by products from the combustion chamber.

Suppose the air proportion in the jet pipe flow is .75

Then of the products in the optimum mixture 25% will have

come from the chamber. The remaining 58% contain 3.6%

reacted reheat fuel. Thus the proportion of reheat fuel

that has reacted when mixture is complete is .036 65%.
.036 77.02-

The overall f.a.r. of the in-mixture must be 1.16

as before, but as the air is already associated with

products, the unburnt f.a.r. of the inflow is

1.16 - .25 f* = 1.21 f* . Thus the air quantity brought
.75

in in this case is 33% of the stoichiometric requirement.

At exit from the secondary zone, with fuel nearly

completely burnt, the optimum mixture proportions are

air 13%
products 87 o , (of which 5.45% is reacted fuel,

arid 81.5% reacted air). The overall fuel air ratio is

therefore r5 . Since 86% of the.315+ .1 TY6P.T.O.
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stoichiometric requirement was introduced in the primary

zone, the other 30% must have been introduced in the

secondary.

Similarly, in the reheat case the same optimum

mixture in the secondary zone would be required. As 'before

25% of the mixture is products from the combustion chamber

* proper, leaving 62%0 reheat products, of which 3.9% is reacted

fuel and 58% reacted air. The reheat fuel to reheat air

ratio in the mixture is therefore .

Since 83% of the stoichiometric requirements were supplied

to the primary zone, the other 39% must have been introduced

into the secondary.

2) Primary Zone Volume.

Assume that fresh air, fuel and products are crossing

an elementary section of the chamber at the same velocity.

All the products are mixed with just sufficient air and fuel

to give the highest reaction rate in the total volume avail-

able, the rest of the combustibles being untouched. Let the

cross sectional area occupied by the unmixed flow, Wu , be

Au and that by the mixture flow, Wm , be Am.

Then Wu Wm
PuAu P - Am -------------------

Considering two sections 6x apart, the difference in

fuel flow, - ' Wf , due to reaction, is given by

=.b~f d optimum

= -Am 6 -------------------------- (13)

Where p = p 4opti m, with due allowance for units.
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Now let C be the proportion of air and fuel in the

optimum mixture, and Wp [= (I - C)Wm] the products flow.

Then, assuming volumes unaltered by mixing

m 1u Pp Lp

The element of volume concerned, 6 V = (Au + Am) 6

After manipulation

6 sV : 6Wf F u  + st +
-PI -r T7p -) 5+% 2>--- (15)

/ p PI)

The numerator bracket corresponds to the total volume flow

and is independent of the way mixing is done. The second

term in the denominator bracket is so small as to be

negligible, so the denominator is fixed. Thus to obtain a
dWf

maximum value of----V we require a maximum value of .

That is, 0optimum is in fact YI* , the maximum heat

release rate in the burning mixture.

To maintain this rate we must have

6 W 6W VI6 wl = wImf 1 + f* (6
6 W. IW _C~ - ~---------- (16)

Equation (15) can then be written

6V~ 6W W+W m f* (I-c
6 V -m u

------------ (17)

The total mass flow V. + V1. is the same for all

m
sections. At the point where the air first enters Wm is

only the reversal mass flow, WR . At exit from the primary

zone all the flow is mixed, so W iW, + VIU , W being

the entry inflow to the primary. The change in fuel flow

in the primary is the qu-antity of fuel burnt, which is .72

of the total flow V1. (see page 19) and must also be

VIU (1 - C) '*

P.T.O.

= I Jl 1Io 1
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Integrating for the whole primary zone
(I Pm M m (-) + R in

V1 = 0.72 WF f5u + C* (W +uW,) i

. 12 =1 + -B (1 + r) in (1 + ) . . (18)

The term in brackets gives the extra volume needed

to transfc L2, inlet air downstream to its mixing point.

It approaches zero as r approaches infinity.

Let V* be the volume necessary if all the fuel was

burnt at the highest rate. Then V* = WF/ . Taking
Pm
u =  as a typical value,

0.72 1 + i ( + r) in (1 + ) 1j (19)

If we also allow for the extra volume needed to pass

the secondary airflow through the primary zone, the equations

are identical except that the factor in front of the log

term is (Wu + Wm + W2 ) instead of Wu + Wm - Wu refers to

the primary zone flow only, and W2 to the secondary flow.

We know (pages 19 and 20)

2 = = 0.32

U 0.86 (1 + 2.16 f*)

Then

= 0.72 1 + (1.32 + r) in (4 + ) .. (20)

This increases the extra volume by 40%.

The relations are plotted on graph F.

Similar formulae apply to the reheat case, but the
Pm

value of PM is altered. Taking 900 0K jet pipe temperature
P

as a typical value, - = f 0.65 of the reheat fuel is

burnt in the primary zone, so

=
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. 0.65 + I O + r) in ( )- i ..... (19a)

This relation is also illustrated on graph E.

In the reheat case W u = 0. 3 ( + 1.21 f*) 0

Thus if we allow space in the primary zone for all the

secondary air to flow through it,

+0 [(1.44+ r) In(1 + - -- a

3) Ideal Secondary Zone.

Before leaving the primary zone, all the fuel is

mixed in, and at the exit the flow is burning at 80%

stoichiometric temperature and twice stoichiometric unburnt

f.a.r. Thereafter, fresh air is mixed in to maintain the

optimum reaction rate as the f.a.r. weakens.

The volune occupied by the extra fresh air proceeding

downstream to its mixing point is negligible here (though

not in the primary zone) as this flow is such a small

proportion of the volume flow.

The rate of burning may be approximated to by the

relations from Appendix I.

-. = 0.72 A (2.18 - -)(0.18 + -/---- (ib)

for I -' J/j, -0.4

1 dlif J

d--- = 2.7 0 J/g ( - 0.75 J/j*) -------------- (llb)

for 0.4 J/j*., 0

At any section of the secondary zone
At an+f cio IL

f (' - f)-------------------------- (21)

f f* "f ---------------- (22)
ompu + - --f

f _ dMf 7  6V ----------- (23)
- 6Wf = V dt JoptmmPTO
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From these equations an expression can be derived

which may be integrated. The process is tedious, and is

only summarised here.

For I J/j 0.4 (0.28;F W Wt - 0.13 WF)

0.72 0 CV] a I_ 018+ (a* - 0.18) 0
Wp - 2.36 (a* - 0,18)2 L0.1 + (a* - 0.18)6 -

+ a* In 2 . 1 8 - (a + 2.18) 2
2.36 (a* + 2,18) 2  2.18 -(a* + 2.18) 028]

o. 2 8 - ;, - - - - - -- (24)(2* - o.18)"a* + 2.18)

Where has its previous significance p

- is the remaining unburnt fuel fraction

and a* =f*/1 (I + f*)

1For 0. 4 J/ j -1 0

2. V = in 0.13 + 2 n 0 + 4 a*)';~~( W+= - (- (I +, j () .13J

2. _ -L - --------- (2Lfn)

Dividing by V* (= WF/0) the ideal volume, and taking

al = 2.6 gives the following table. The results are

plotted on graph G.

" 0.28 0.20 0.i0 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001

V2
-- 0 0.09 0.20 0.32 0.45 0.o5 0.65 0.78 0.88

"4 is in effect the combustion inefficiency. The relationSV 2  0.LL2
may be closely approximated to by the equafion V = 0.14 In

for values of below 0.20 (i.e. efficiencies greater than
I 8o,,).



The dashed curve on graph G shows the volume that

would have been required if the max. heat release rate of

the primary zone could be maintained in the secondary.

The secondary zone equations must be modified for

the reheat case. Wp , the useful products at any section

are those produced by reheat burning plus those previously

associated with the air in the burning mixture. Then

I + f * (wF  + w p . C

C, the praportion of eombustible in the ideal mixture,

varies slightly with j, but taking a mean value gives

Wp =4 (V - Wf).. All the preceding equations

then hold, if a* is taken as * + f) ad the

lower limit of integration VIf = 0.35 WF .

The new curve is also plotted on graph G, values

being tabled below.

C 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01

V2
V .05 .10 .16 .23 .32 .47 .65 .79

4) Intensitv of Ideal BurninR Zone.

Suppose the reversal flow proportion be r and the

design efficiency be nc . Then from graphs F and G we

Vi V2
obtain valucs of - and . The total volume

V* V*

V = VI + V2 , so for a fuel flow rate of WF lb./hr., the

"intensity"

VI .c 1 0 4  million CFU

2V l0 h2. (atrnos) 2 cu.ft.

c" " V* . 104

'D2 V 1~ :) - c qX +*V
-V- ----- (25)

P.T.O.
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On curve H -are plotted values of f for

-difflerent values of r and FI, or example, suppose

r =O. 2 and 11c .97 andT. =T 2 = 5 0 K. Then from

graph H, - =0.74 while from graph A, 2* 32.5

units.

~ = [~.milionC~i/hr (atmos)2 cu.ft.

72% of the fuel (655' for reheat systems) is assumed

to burn in the primary zone. If the combustion efficiency

is less then 72%, the whole of the burning is assumed to

take place at the maximum intensity, so -V=/V*
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